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About This Game

The BlobCats are after the DiceMice!

In BlobCat it's your job to protect the DiceMice!
Place arrows and guide the Dicemice to the Micehole! But beware, the naive BlobCats are rolling around (not quite at the speed

of sound)! Solve over 90 different levels spanning over 5 worlds, each with a unique gameplay twist!

Let the battle begin!

You want more action? Then the Multiplayer is for you!
Up to four players try to save as many DiceMice as possible! Outsmart your opponents and send the BlobCats straight to your
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enemies!
Play with your friends on the couch or go online and battle the whole world! You can even do both!

Features:

- 100 Puzzle
- 5 different worlds

- Local and online multiplayer
- Collect over 100 stickers

- Dress your own mice
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Title: BlobCat
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BySamb
Publisher:
BySamb
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: DOES NOT SUPPORT 32BIT SYSTEMS

English,German,French,Japanese
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The game looked nice, but i just didn't know what to do.. A really nice little game with great graphics, a slick soundtrack and
challenging puzzles. Orborun starts off really simple but gets much harder as the levels progress. Even completed levels don't
lose their novelty and a worth a replay or ten ;). Borstal is an interesting duo of miniature survival games in which you play as
the most fragile human beings on planet earth. Pitched in the description as more interactive novellas, the two scenarios
provided play out like only the most classic turn based survival, harkening more to the style of NEO Scavenger than Rust in that
the most engaging aspect is the text based story and randomized encounters rather than the graphics and crafting and whatnot.

Even though both scenarios are similar in structure, I feel that they provided such different experiences that I'll be addressing
them seperately. You'll understand why in a moment, as I feel this may make or break a purchase, or at the very least provide
some input to the developer.

Borstal, the titular title and "main campaign" is one where you play as a young boy who's trying to find his dad that worked at
a--you guessed it--borstal, which in american terms is a Juvenial Delinquency center. In the game's world, the borstal is on an
otherwise deserted island. Don't ask how this works, because I have no clue, but don't let it ruin the fun either. Every time you
start a new game, the map is completely randomized, and there are obstacles and threats around every turn. You can find clues
as to what happened to your dad, and encounter rogue bands of kiddies who, depending on what you've found and how good
your RNG is can give you good stuff to help you survive or beat your head in. It's constantly raining, and you need a decent
stream of sleep and food to survive until you find your dad. The sooner you do, the better the ending, but when you find the
borstal and what you've experienced up to that point can influence the turn of events greatly.

I think I experienced 4 different endings in my time, and there were still options I hadn't made which makes me remember this
one a bit more fondly. The over all story is a bit too vague, and I feel as if I missed some huge context clues, but the change of
pace and setting to what I've been playing recently and the dumbed down but reasonable survival mechanics made it a joy. Plus,
there are some exploits that I discovered that made my later journies much more bareable, though I won't spoil them here as the
difficulty is part of the charm. The titular game will take multiple tries, but the rounds are bitesized and I genuinely learned
from every mistake I made.

Now we get to the stinker of the bunch, called Mountain. Now, I can see the appeal to making a deathly realistic simulation of
scaling a massive mountain, and for the most part, I feel that Borstal succeeds in emulating the experience. But--and this is a big
enough but for a Sir Mix-a-Lot song--Mountain suffers from some game ending glitches that shocked and baffled me each time
they happened. Now the conceit is more or less the same if a bit more straight forward; reach the summit then make it back to
the basecamp. Along the way, there are abandoned tents and what not that have randomized events and visible obstacles that
need to be navigated with rope. Your needs are about the same, but the demand for rest and food is increased the higher up you
go, and requires you to strategize your ascent so you don't get to the top and not have a way back.

In theory.

The problem is--and there are plenty of problems with Mountain--is that for every other death I had, there was absolutely no
warning or justification for any of it. Now keep in mind, this is a text heavy game; I'm not criticising it for that. However, for
every death where I was offered a bleak end to a risk that backfired or mistake I made, there would be points where I wouldn't
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have a single indicator on my screen that I was low on sleep or health or close to death, and I would take a step forward on
completely clear terrain and just get a YOU DIED screen. Then, in an insanely insulting and borderline rage quit moment, I
reached the summit, got a standard "you have a headache" type message that you get throughout the climb and made it all the
way back, only to realize that that message OVERRIDED the "Good job, now go back." I died almost immediately after. This
situation in which the progess message was overrided happened multiple times. Often times I would get to the summit in perfect
health, get a "your head hurts" message and then immediately die. Other times I would be in fine health, with no warning signs,
get a warning sign that I'm near death, rest in a tent and then die the moment I hit the button. This happened a handful of times.
That was also pretty awful. Are you starting to see why this is the bad egg?

After 77(!) tries, I discovered an exploit, did a sidequest, and made it to the top and back without a hitch. I made it back fine
because the base camp was only a few tiles away. It was a combination of what was basically cheating and a whole lot of luck.
Hopefully the developer sees this and polishes out the bugs, because that ain't good at all.

But Razorbitz, is it worth the 3 dollar price tag? Absolutely. It's definitely old school and the cards are often stacked against you,
but for both scenarios you're provided the tools to survive. It isn't a masterpiece, but it's cheap asking price and experimental
style makes for a flawed but genuinely engaging adventure. Assuming the kinks are worked out of Mountain, this is a nice
surprise from the indie front and I'm glad I picked it up day 1. I never do that. Here's hoping that the developer makes some
more stories to throw in over time as well!

. Heavily Underated

I will admit, some of the asthetics, like the villagers, are displeasing, but this feels like the logical step for a serious sam sequel
to go in.

Gameplay is almost like the previous games but with a multitude of additional (or apropriately reskinned) enemies with some
old enemies (like the arachnoids) being rebalanced for good measure. The addition of grenades allows combat to be more
"tactical" since they're basically a second rocket launcher and vehicles bring some much needed variation to the combat.

If there is anything to complain about other than the villagers, it would be the new hitscanning enemies and some enemy
spawnings being unfair.

As someone who has spent countless hours playing the first serious sam, I highly recommend this sequel.. This game is....odd.
I've played gamed that break the 4th wall before, and games that make you make choices, and games that make you feel things.
This game does some of all of it, and in a very odd satisfying way. I came away from this experience really thinking about some
things in my own life. About perceptions I have about people I know and things that I do. Not very many games have ever done
that to me.

I think a good game to compare this to, is To the Moon. Not a lot of gameplay, but that isn't the point of the story. It's there to
make you think, and this game made me think.

If that's not the sort of experience you want, then this isn't the game for you.

Took me about 2 hours to beat, and I'd say that it's fairly priced for the experience. I thouraghly enjoyed it, and am going to see
if the developers have made any more games.
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Nice story as with the first 2 books.

Just for the sake of the story I give it thumbs up, And it is certainly better than other 2 books when it comes to options. But....
the story has inconsistent elements which detract from the story itself and shows lapses in otherwise good writing.

I gave it a thumbs down for the following point..

*spolier alert*

Especially when you get to the floating city. You can't use powers because there is a power dampening field.... hmmmm and so
then exactly how does Ms. Artillery keep her 'death' illusion? Shouldn't that be affected by the field? Hmmmm....

But revised that to a thumbs up after seeing that it seems to be better balanced now and you get recognition for being consistent
(still in spite of the fact that the way to achieve MAX Legend is inconsistent between all 3 games, showing that there really is
only one way to achieve things). it was good game and more interested.. bist games ever. I think 2D games lovers among you, if
any, this game stands for a cheap adventure game in front of you because you will love it.. Firstly, don't believe the description.
It's a lie. It feels like I'm playing a project made by person who just wanted to test their skills and published their game on
Steam by accident. Don't waste your time and money,. An RTS done right.

Simple with a fun atmosphere.

Controls are simple.
UI is perfect.
Effects are perfect.

Visual and tactical quality.. this game way better then emergency 5. Which pretty much was one of worst of that time game ever
and that comming from a long time fan of Emergency services allway starting with version 1.. It"s okay I guess. It is not terrible.
Randomly generated obstacles means that nothing is particularly interesting.
It works and has some reasonable progression. It is cheap enough to get away with it, but it would be better at $1.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Kq9ujvkA3GU. Great overall game, unique in its own right, has some great puzzles that are satisfying to
complete.
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